
The Sports Ball Heat Press Machine is a versatile and innovative device designed to effortlessly customize
inflatable sports balls, making them ideal for various purposes such as trophies, promotional giveaways, or
cherished keepsakes. With this unique heat press, you have the power to transform ordinary sports balls
into personalized and memorable pieces.

Whether you're looking to decorate balls with team logos, school names, sponsor or corporate logos,
player names/numbers, or other creative designs, the Sports Ball Heat Press has you covered. Its user-
friendly design allows you to easily apply high-quality custom graphics onto a wide range of sports balls.

What sets this heat press apart is its ability to add team or sponsor logos, initials, player numbers, and
more with precision and efficiency. This feature makes it an excellent choice for creating one-of-a-kind
trophies, preserving cherished memories, and crafting eye-catching promotional items that stand out.

 

 
 

 Model No.  BP-10
 Machine Type  Auto Open, Ball Printing
 Platen Size  13x18cm
 Controller  GY06 Digital Time & Temp. Control
 Printable Articles  Synthetic Leather Sports Ball
 Underplate  Adjustable Ball Cradle Holder
 Gas Spring  35kg*2pc
 Opening Angle  45 Degrees
 Voltage  110V/ 220V
 Time Heating to 200℃  Around 5min

 Print Ball Size  Round ball: Φ18-25cm (Football: 3#-5#, Basketball: 3#-7#)
 Oval ball: Φ15-17cm (Rugby 6#-9#)

 Maximum Print Area  5x8cm
 Power  360W



 Frequency  50hz/60hz, Currency 6A
 Time Range  0-999 Sec.
 Maximum Temp  225 C
 Packing Size  74x44x65cm
 Gross Weight  30kg

 
 

GY-06 Digital Controller: Time and temperature can easily be adjusted
and monitored using the digital controller. It is very easy for user to
operate.                                      

Auto-Open Release: Automatically opens after the set time has
elapsed, with a large opening angle.

 

Adjustable Base: The adjustable cylinder ensures that the pressure can
be adjusted as precisely as possible to almost all ball sizes and shapes. 
 

High-quality Gas Spring: This gas spring makes the sports ball heat
press machine open smoothly and safely.

 

 Elegant Appearance: Laser cut design structure shows the beauty of
mechanical design.

Customize inflatable sports balls for use as trophies, promotional giveaways, or keepsakes with this unique
heat press. Perfect for decorating balls with team logos, school names, sponsor or corporate logos, player
names/numbers, and more.
 
Various Sports Balls: Basketball, Football, Volleyball, Soccer etc
Transfer Material: Printable heat transfer vinyl for full color heat transfer



 









 


